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The philosophy of law is an important field of Marxism theory 
research of one. The  academic  research in the French philosophy a 
series of remarkable achievements. However, modern western method of 
Marx's philosophy of "humanism" of research is rare. But in today's 
China  to implement a "people-oriented" conceptions. Based on the 
above considerations, the author thinks that it is necessary to take on 
Marx modern western legal philosophy "humanism" critical to think how 
to better from philosophical cognition and understanding of the thought 
of "people-oriented" connotation.  The author in this paper from the 
humanistic  dimensions,   the method of tracing Marx history of 
modern western criticism of law philosophy, and to discuss the 
"people-oriented" for our socialist legal system construction significance. 
The letter divides into five chapters.  
The first chapter the introduction section is studied in this paper 
mainly expounds the origin、 academic significance.  
The second chapter is about  "humanism" ideological background. 
Mainly from the Angle of history of western law philosophy clarify 
"humanism" evolution process in history.  
The third chapter is discussing the modern western social  















development of philosophy. Analyzes the process of legal thinkers some 
important contents and main point of view comparison and analysis.  
The fourth chapter discusses how modern law philosophy Marx 
breakthrough metaphysics "humanism". Focus from the essence of 
modern western patriarchy and two aspects of the relationship between 
the patriarchy, hypocritical and ultimately from philosophical sense of 
modern western deconstructed the law philosophy "metaphysics".  
The fifth chapter expounds in our country the thought of 
"people-oriented" connotation and in Marx's criticism "humanism" based 
on "people-oriented" knowledge for our legal construction of the 
important practical significance.  
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